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Amendments for May 2019 Exams  
(Part III – Return under GST) 

Returns Under GST 
Types of 

Returns 

GSTR 9 GSTR 9 should be filed by the regular taxpayers filing GSTR 1, GSTR 2, GSTR 3. 

GSTR 9A GSTR 9A should be filed by the persons registered under composition scheme under GST. 

GSTR 9B GSTR 9B should be filed by the e-commerce operators who have filed GSTR 8 during the 

financial year. 

GSTR 9C Should be by the taxpayers whose annual turnover exceeds ₹2 Crores during the financial 

year. All such taxpayers are also required to get their accounts audited and file a copy of 

audited annual accounts and reconciliation statement of tax already paid and tax payable 

as per audited accounts alongwith GSTR 9C. 

GSTR 9 GSTR 9 form is an annual return to be filed once in a year by the registered taxpayers under GST. It 

consists of details regarding the supplies made and received during the year under different tax heads 

i.e. CGST, SGST and IGST. It consolidates the information furnished in the monthly or quarterly returns 

during the year.  

Details required in the GSTR 9 
 

Sl.  
no 

Parts of 
GSTR-9 

Information required 

1 Part-I Basic details of the taxpayer. This detail will be auto-populated. 

2 Part-II Details of Outward and Inward supplies declared during the financial year 
(FY). This detail must be picked up by consolidating summary from all GST 
returns filed in previous FY. 

3 Part-III Details of ITC declared in returns filed during the FY. This will be summarised 
values picked up from all the GST returns filed in previous FY. 

4 Part-IV Details of tax paid as declared in returns filed during the FY. 

5 Part-V Particulars of the transactions for the previous FY declared in returns of April 
to September of current FY or up to the date of filing of annual returns of 
previous FY whichever is earlier. Usually, the summary of amendment or 
omission entries belonging to previous FY but reported in Current FY would 
be segregated and declared here. 

6 Part-VI Other Information comprising details of: 
 GST Demands and refunds,  
 HSN wise summary information of the quantity of goods supplied and 

received with its corresponding Tax details against each HSN code, 
 Late fees payable and paid details and  
 Segregation of inward supplies received from different categories of 

taxpayers like Composition dealers, deemed supply and goods supplied on 
approval basis. 
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Comparative 
view of 
GSTR 9 and 
GSTR 9C 

 

Points of 
comparison 

GSTR-9 
Annual Return 

GSTR-9C 
Reconciliation Statement 

Nature Informational/a consolidation of 
all GST Returns for FY 2017-18 

Analytical statement on GST returns 
certified by GST Auditor 

Who must file GST Registered taxpayer GST registered taxpayer to whom GST 
Audit is applicable 

Not applicable 
to 

 Casual Taxable Person 
 Non-Resident Taxable Person 
 Input Service Distributor 
 Unique Identification Number 

Holders 
 Online Information and Database 

Access Retrieval Service providers 
 Composition Dealers 
 Persons subject to TCS or TDS 

provisions 

Those mentioned under GSTR-9 but 
also a registered person whose 
aggregate turnover in an FY is less than 
Rs. 2 Crores 

Format of the 
return 

Consolidated summary details of the 
turnover, ITC and tax paid, late fees as 
per the GST returns filed between July 
2017 and March 2018.  
Further, declaration of demands/ 
refunds, supplies from composition 
dealers, Job works, goods sent on an 
approval basis, HSN wise summary of 
outward and inward supplies, late fees 
payable is required. 

Part-A: Reporting of reconciliation 
needed between turnover, tax paid and 
ITC.  
Part A also includes Report on 
Auditor’s recommendation of any 
additional tax liability. 
Part B: Certificate by GST Auditor.  

Who must 
certify/ attest 

No certification required by CA/CMA 
but must be attested by the taxpayer 
using a digital signature. 

Certification of GST Auditor is required 
who is either a CA/CMA through digital 
signature and must be attested by the 
taxpayer using a digital signature. 

Annexures No annexures to be attached Annexure of Audited financial 
statement is required 

 

 
Analysis of Form GSTR 9C 
Basics of 
GSTR 9C 

GSTR-9C is a statement of reconciliation between: 
 the Annual returns in GSTR-9 filed for an FY, first being 2017-18 and 

 the figures as per Audited Annual Financial statements of the taxpayer. 
It is certified by the CA. It can be considered to be similar to that of a tax audit report furnished under 
the Income tax act. 
It will consist of gross and taxable turnover as per the Books reconciled with the respective figures 
as per the consolidation of all the GST returns for an FY. Hence, any differences arising from this 
reconciliation exercise will be reported here along with the reasons for the same. 
The certified statement shall be issued for every GSTIN. Hence, for a PAN there can be several reports 
of GSTR-9C. 
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Contents of 
GSTR 9C 

The GSTR-9C consists of two main parts: 
Part-A: Reconciliation Statement 
Part-B: Certification 
Part-A: Reconciliation Statement 
The figures in the audited financial statements are at PAN level. Hence, the turnover, Tax paid and 
ITC earned on a particular GSTIN (or State/UT) must be pulled out from the audited accounts of the 
organisation as a whole. The Reconciliation Statement is divided into five parts as follows: 
Part-I Basic details 

Consists of FY, GSTIN, Legal Name and Trade Name. The taxpayer must also 
mention if he is subject to audit under any other law. 

Part-II Reconciliation of turnover declared in the Audited Annual Financial 
Statement with turnover declared in Annual Return (GSTR-9) 
This involves reporting the gross and taxable turnover declared in the Annual 
return with the Audited Financial Statements. One must note that mostly the 
Audited Financial statement is at a PAN level. This might require the break up of 
the audited financial statement at GSTIN level for reporting in GSTR-9C. 

Part-III Reconciliation of tax paid 
This section requires GST rate-wise reporting of the tax liability that arose in FY 
2017-18 as per the accounts and paid as reported in the GSTR-9 respectively with 
the differences thereof. Further, it requires the taxpayers to state the additional 
liability due to unreconciled differences noticed upon reconciliation. 

Part-IV Reconciliation of Input Tax Credit (ITC) 
This part consists the reconciliation of input tax credit availed and utilised by 
taxpayers as reported in GSTR-9 and as reported in the Audited Financial 
Statement. Further, it needs a reporting of Expenses booked as per the Audited 
Accounts, with a breakup of eligible and ineligible ITC and reconciliation of the 
eligible ITC with that amount claimed as per GSTR-9. This declaration will be after 
considering the reversals of ITC claimed, if any. 

Part-V Auditor’s recommendation on additional Liability due to non-
reconciliation- 
Here, the Auditor must report any tax liability identified through the 
reconciliation exercise and GST audit, pending for payment by the taxpayer. This 
can be non-reconciliation of turnover or ITC on account of: 
 Amount paid for supplies not included in the Annual Returns (GSTR-9) 
 Erroneous Refund to be paid back 
 Other Outstanding demands to be settled 
Lastly, the instructions to the format of GSTR-9C specifies that an option will be 
given to taxpayers to settle taxes as recommended by the auditor at the end of the 
reconciliation statement. 

Part-B: Certification 
The GSTR-9C can be certified by the same CA who conducted the GST audit or it can be also certified 
by any other CA who did not conduct the GST Audit for that particular GSTIN. 
The difference between the both is that in case the CA certifying the GSTR-9C did not conduct the GST 
audit, he must have based opinion on the Books of Accounts audited by another CA in the 
reconciliation statement. The format of Part-B for certification report will vary depending on who 
the certifier is. 
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Part II of 

GSTR 9C 

Reconciliation of turnover declared in the Audited Annual Financial Statement with turnover 

declared in Annual Return (GSTR-9) 

Table 5A Turnover (including exports) as per audited financial statements for the 

State / UT (For multi-GSTIN units under same PAN the turnover shall be 

derived from the audited Annual Financial Statement) 

 The turnover as per the audited Annual Financial Statement shall be declared 

here. There may be cases where multiple GSTINs (State-wise) registrations 

exist on the same PAN. This is common for persons / entities with presence 

over multiple States. Such persons / entities, will have to internally derive 

their GSTIN wise turnover and declare the same here.  

 This shall include export turnover (if any).  

 It may be noted that reference to audited Annual Financial Statement includes 

reference to books of accounts in case of persons / entities having presence 

over multiple States. 

Checks and balances to validate correctness and completeness 

To ensure completeness and correctness of the details of turnover to be declared 

under this Sl. No., the following checks could be used:  

1. turnover in State/UT (in case of single registration) must reconcile to the 

turnover disclosed in the audited financial statements;  

2. turnover in State/UT (in case of multiple registration) must reconcile to the 

turnover as recorded in the books of accounts of each registration;  

3. Master reconciliation to ensure that the details of turnover declared for 

different registrations (in case of multiple registrations either due to presence 

in multiple States/UTs’ or due to unit (s) in SEZ) with the total turnover of the 

entity 

List of documents  

The following list of documents could be obtained by the Auditor for the purpose 

of declaring the details of turnover under this Sl. No.:  

a. Annual Financial Statements  

b. Registrant wise Trial Balance to facilitate furnishing the Form GSTR 9C for 

each registrant;  

c. Communication with the other Auditor to obtain details of the turnover 

declared by them to ensure completeness and holistic reconciliation of 

turnover of the Registered Person;  

d. Form GSTR 9C, if already filed by a different Auditor, in case of multiple 

registrations of the Registered Person;  

e. GST (Viz. Form GSTR 3B and Form GSTR 1) returns filed by the Registered 

Person to ensure that the turnover declared in the returns match the turnover 

captured in the audited financial statements  

f. Income tax Returns (ITR) to ensure that the turnover details are reconciled 

with the turnover per GST. 
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Table 5B Unbilled revenue at the beginning of Financial Year (+) 

Unbilled revenue which was recorded in the books of accounts on the basis of 

accrual system of accounting in the last financial year and was carried forward to 

the current financial year shall be declared here.  

In other words, when GST is payable during the financial year on such revenue 

(which was recognized earlier), the value of such revenue shall be declared here. 

(For example, if ₹10 Crores of unbilled revenue existed for the financial year 

2016-17, and during the current financial year, GST was paid on ₹4 Crores of such 

revenue, then value of ₹4 Crores shall be declared here) 

Table 5C Unadjusted advances at the end of the Financial Year (+) 

Value of all advances for which GST has been paid but the same has not been 

recognized as revenue in the audited Annual Financial Statement shall be 

declared here. 

Table 5D Deemed Supply under Schedule I (+) 

Aggregate value of deemed supplies under Schedule I of the CGST Act, 2017 shall 

be declared here. Any deemed supply which is already part of the turnover in the 

audited Annual Financial Statement is not required to be included here. 

Disclosure by Auditor  

1. The Auditor has to assess the systems and processes adopted by the entity 

with a view to identifying such transactions. Suitable disclosure may need to 

be provided by the Auditor for the basis of such identification and its 

treatment under the GST Laws.  

2. If there is any system / methodology for such an identification, then the Audit 

has to assess the completeness and correctness of the said system so as to 

cover all the aspects;  

3. To examine records and to confirm if the system is followed consistently.  

4. If there is no proper system, to consider the possibility of any transactions 

that may have escaped attention.  

5. In cases of deemed supply transactions, it would be relevant to include 

suitable disclosures even in the management representation letter. 

Table 5E Credit notes issued after the end of the financial year but reflected in the 

annual return (+) 

Aggregate value of credit notes which were issued after 31st of March for any 

supply accounted in the current financial year but such credit notes were 

reflected in the annual return (GSTR-9) shall be declared here. 

Table 5F Trade discounts accounted for in the audited Annual Financial Statement 

but are not permissible under GST (+) 

Trade discounts which are accounted for in the audited Annual Financial 

Statement but on which GST was leviable (being not permissible) shall be 

declared here. 
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Control checks that a person should perform for validation of the amounts 
reported 
(a) The valuation of trade discounts for the purposes of disclosures under this 

head, has to be clearly documented.  
(b) The input tax credit reflected in GSTR-2A attributable to such trade 

discounts has to be maintained.  
(c) The trade discount has to be demarcated between the supplies made in the 

erstwhile law and the GST regime.  
(d) The customer agreements have to be scrutinised to determine the quantum 

of nonallowable discounts. 
Table 5G Turnover from April 2017 to June 2017 (-) 

Turnover included in the audited Annual Financial Statement for April 2017 to 
June 2017 shall be declared here. 

Table 5H Unbilled revenue at the end of Financial Year (-) 
Unbilled revenue which was recorded in the books of accounts on the basis of 
accrual system of accounting during the current financial year but GST was not 
payable on such revenue in the same financial year shall be declared here. 

Table 5I  Unadjusted Advances at the beginning of the Financial Year (-) 
Value of all advances for which GST has not been paid but the same has been 
recognized as revenue in the audited Annual Financial Statement shall be 
declared here. 

Table 5J Credit notes accounted for in the audited Annual Financial Statement but 
are not permissible under GST (-) 
Aggregate value of credit notes which have been accounted for in the audited 
Annual Financial Statement but were not admissible under Section 34 of the CGST 
Act shall be declared here. 

Table 5K Adjustments on account of supply of goods by SEZ units to DTA Units (-) 
Aggregate value of all goods supplied by SEZs to DTA units for which the DTA 
units have filed bill of entry shall be declared here. 

Table 5L Turnover for the period under composition scheme (-) 
There may be cases where registered persons might have opted out of the 
composition scheme during the current financial year. Their turnover as per the 
audited Annual Financial Statement would include turnover both as composition 
taxpayer as well as normal taxpayer. Therefore, the turnover for which GST was 
paid under the composition scheme shall be declared here. 

Table 5M Adjustments in turnover under section 15 and rules thereunder (+/-) 
There may be cases where the taxable value and the invoice value differ due to 
valuation principles under section 15 of the CGST Act, 2017 and rules thereunder. 
Therefore, any difference between the turnover reported in the Annual Return 
(GSTR 9) and turnover reported in the audited Annual Financial Statement due to 
difference in valuation of supplies shall be declared here. 

Table 5N  Adjustments in turnover due to foreign exchange fluctuations (+/-) 
Any difference between the turnover reported in the Annual Return (GSTR9) and 
turnover reported in the audited Annual Financial Statement due to foreign 
exchange fluctuations shall be declared here. 
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Table 5O Adjustments in turnover due to reasons not listed above (+/-) 
Any difference between the turnover reported in the Annual Return (GSTR9) and 
turnover reported in the audited Annual Financial Statement due to reasons not 
listed above shall be declared here. 

Table 5P Annual turnover after adjustments as above  
The reconciliation statement in Table 5P is auto-populated and based on the 
values declared in Table 5B to 5O. 

Table 5Q Turnover as declared in Annual Return (GSTR 9) 
Annual turnover as declared in the Annual Return (GSTR 9) shall be declared 
here. This turnover may be derived from Sr. No. 5N, 10 and 11 of Annual Return 
(GSTR 9). 

Table 5R Non-reconciled turnover (Q-P)  
The un-reconciled turnover in Table 5R is the difference between the ‘Annual 
turnover after adjustments as above’ in Table 5P and ‘turnover as declared in the 
Annual Returns (GSTR 9)’ as declared in Table 5Q. The difference would be auto 
generated. 

Table 6 Reasons for Un - Reconciled difference in Annual Gross turnover 
Reasons for non-reconciliation between the annual turnover declared in the 
audited Annual Financial Statement and turnover as declared in the Annual 
Return (GSTR 9) shall be specified here. 

Table 7 Reconciliation of taxable Turnover 
The table provides for reconciliation of taxable turnover from the audited annual 
turnover after adjustments with the taxable turnover declared in annual return 
(GSTR-9). 

Table 7A Annual Turnover after Adjustments (From 5P Above) 
Annual turnover as derived in Table 5P above would be auto-populated here. 

Table 7B Value of Exempted, Nil Rated, Non-GST supplies, No-Supply Turnover 
Value of exempted, nil rated, non-GST and no-supply turnover shall be declared 
here. This shall be reported net of credit notes, debit notes and amendments if 
any. 
Clause 7B essentially comprises the following 4 classes / types of supplies:  
(a) Supplies taxable at a ‘NIL’ rate of tax; currently there are no goods / services 

under ‘NIL’ rate category  
(b) Supplies that are wholly or partially exempted from CGST, SGST or IGST, by 

way of a notification; E.g.: Milk, water, education service, health care 
services, etc.,  

(c) Non-taxable supplies as defined under Section 2(78) of the CGST Act – 
supplies that are not taxable under the Act (viz. alcoholic liquor for human 
consumption).  

(d) No supplies include the activities covered under Schedule III which are 
neither a supply of goods nor a supply of services. Examples- Sale of land or 
completed building, actionable claims, other than lottery, betting, and 
gambling. 

Table 7C Zero rated supplies without payment of tax 
Value of zero rated supplies (including supplies to SEZs) on which tax is not paid 
shall be declared here. This shall be reported net of credit notes, debit notes and 
amendments if any. 
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Table 7D Supplies on which tax is to be paid by recipient on reverse charge 
Value of reverse charge supplies on which tax is to be paid by the recipient shall 
be declared here. This shall be reported net of credit notes, debit notes and 
amendments if any. 

Table 7E The taxable turnover is derived as the difference between the annual turnover 
after adjustments declared in Table 7A above and the sum of all supplies 
(exempted, non-GST, reverse charge etc.) declared in Table 7B, 7C and 7D above. 

Table 7F Taxable turnover as per liability declared in Annual Return 
Taxable turnover as declared in Table 4N of the Annual Return (GSTR9) shall be 
declared here. 

Table 8 Reasons for Un - Reconciled difference in Taxable Turnover 
Reasons for non-reconciliation between adjusted annual taxable turnover as 
derived from Table 7E above and the taxable turnover declared in Table 7F shall 
be specified here. 

Part III  Reconciliation of tax paid 
Table 9 Reconciliation of rate wise liability and amount payable thereon 

The table provides for reconciliation of tax paid as per reconciliation statement 
and amount of tax paid as declared in Annual Return (GSTR 9). Under the head 
labelled “RC”, supplies where tax was paid on reverse charge basis by the 
recipient (i.e. the person for whom reconciliation statement has been prepared) 
shall be declare 
d.  

Table 9P The total amount to be paid as per liability declared in Table 9A to 9O is auto 
populated here. 

Table 9Q The amount payable as declared in Table 9 of the Annual Return (GSTR9) shall be 
declared here. It should also contain any differential tax paid on Table 10 or 11 of 
the Annual Return (GSTR9). 

Table 10 Reasons for un-reconciled payment of amount 
Reasons for non-reconciliation between payable / liability declared in Table 9P 
above and the amount payable in Table 9Q shall be specified here. 

Table 11 Additional amount payable but not paid (due to reasons specified under 
Tables 6, 8 and 10 above) 
Any amount which is payable due to reasons specified under Table 6, 8 and 10 
above shall be declared here. 

Part IV of 

GSTR 9C 

Reconciliation of Input Tax Credit (ITC) 
Table 12A ITC availed as per audited Annual Financial Statement for the State/ UT 

ITC availed (after reversals) as per the audited Annual Financial Statement shall 
be declared here. There may be cases where multiple GSTINs (Statewise) 
registrations exist on the same PAN. This is common for persons / entities with 
presence over multiple States. Such persons / entities, will have to internally 
derive their ITC for each individual GSTIN and declare the same here. It may be 
noted that reference to audited Annual Financial Statement includes reference to 
books of accounts in case of persons / entities having presence over multiple 
States. 
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Table 12B ITC booked in earlier Financial Years claimed in current Financial Year (+) 

Any ITC which was booked in the audited Annual Financial Statement of earlier 
financial year(s)but availed in the ITC ledger in the financial yearfor which the 
reconciliation statement is being filed for shall be declared here. This shall include 
transitional credit which was booked in earlier years but availed during Financial 
Year 2017-18. 

Table 12C ITC booked in current Financial Year to be claimed in subsequent Financial 
Years (-) 

Any ITC which has been booked in the audited Annual Financial Statement of the 
current financial year but the same has not been credited to the ITC ledger for the 
said financial year shall be declared here. 

Table 12D ITC availed as per audited Annual Financial Statement or books of accounts 
ITC availed as per audited Annual Financial Statement or books of accounts as 
derived from values declared in Table 12A, 12B and 12C above will be auto-
populated here.  

Table 12E ITC Claimed in Annual Return (GSTR 9) 
Net ITC available for utilization as declared in Table 7J of Annual Return (GSTR9) 
shall be declared here. 

Table 13 Reasons for un-reconciled difference in ITC 
Reasons for non-reconciliation of ITC as per audited Annual Financial Statement 
or books of account (Table 12D) and the net ITC (Table12E) availed in the Annual 
Return (GSTR9) shall be specified here. 

Table 14 Reconciliation of ITC declared in Annual Return (GSTR 9) with ITC availed 
on expenses as per audited Annual Financial Statement or books of account 

This table is for reconciliation of ITC declared in the Annual Return (GSTR9) 
against the expenses booked in the audited Annual Financial Statement or books 
of account. The various sub-heads specified under this table are general expenses 
in the audited Annual Financial Statement or books of account on which ITC may 
or may not be available. Further, this is only an indicative list of heads under 
which expenses are generally booked. Taxpayers may add or delete any of these 
heads but all heads of expenses on which GST has been paid / was payable are to 
be declared here. 

Table 14R Total ITC declared in Table 14A to 14Q above shall be auto populated here. 
Table 14S Net ITC availed as declared in the Annual Return (GSTR9) shall be declared here. 

Table 7J of the Annual Return (GSTR9) may be used for filing this Table. 
Table 15 Reasons for un-reconciled difference in ITC 

Reasons for non-reconciliation between ITC availed on the various expenses 
declared in Table 14R and ITC declared in Table 14S shall be specified here. 

Table 16 Tax payable on un-reconciled difference in ITC (due to reasons specified in 
13 and 15 above) 
Any amount which is payable due to reasons specified in Table 13 and 15 above 
shall be declared here. 
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Important Questions 

Q. No. 1: In terms of Sl. No. 5G of Form GSTR 9C, the turnovers included in the audited financial statement for 

the period April 2017 to June 2017 shall be declared and deducted from the annual turnover to arrive 

at the turnover as per the GST Laws. Please specify which of the following supplies would form part of 

reporting under turnover for the period April 2017 to June 2017:   

(a) Goods were manufactured and cleared from a factory on 1.6.2017 on sale or approval basis. The 

goods were not approved by the recipient and returned back on 25.12.2017.  

(b) Goods were manufactured and cleared from a factory located in Bangalore on 30.4.2017. The 

goods were cleared to its showroom located in Hyderabad and eventually been sold from there 

on 30.8.2017. The audit under the GST Law will be conducted for Bangalore GSTIN.  

(c) Continuous supply of service in the nature of telecommunication service has been provided for 

the period 1.6.2017 to 30.6.2017. The bill is raised on 3.7.2017. The bill is payable by the 

customer only on 21.7.2017. Should the revenue be recognised in the month of June 2017 and 

reduced from total turnover or should it form part of turnover for the period July 2017 to March 

2018 since the due date for payment of consideration is 21.7.2017. The entity recognised the 

revenue in the month of June 2017.  

(d) Services were provided during the period June 2017. The service was completed on 20.6.2017, 

but invoice for the service was raised only on 1.8.2017.  

(e) Service has been provided in the month of May 17 amounting to ₹1,00,000. Invoice has been 

raised within 30 days. There was a deficiency in the provision of service. The customer has paid 

only ₹20,000. The company has issued credit note amounting to ₹80,000 on 31.3.2018 and closed 

the customer’s account. Should any amount be reduced for the period April 2017 to June 2017. 

Are any adjustments required to be made for the period July 2017 to March 2018? 

Answer: Supplies to be reporting under turnover for the period April 2017 to June 2017 as per Table 5G of 

GSTR 9C:   

(a) Since the goods were not approved and returned after the stipulated period of 6 months, the value of the 

said supplies would not be included in turnover in the audited financial statements. However, as per the 

2nd proviso to Section 142(12) of the CGST Act since the goods were returned after 6 months from 

appointed date (i.e. 1.6.2017), GST would be payable for the tax period December 2017. Though the 

transaction originated in the period April 2017 to June 2017, the turnover will not be reflected under 

this Sl. No. However, one may reflect such adjustment under Part II, sl. No. 5 Clause O – ‘Adjustments in 

turnover due to reasons not listed above’ as addition.  

(b) The said goods are liable to excise duty since the goods have been cleared on 30.4.2017. The goods would 

not form part of turnover as per the financial statements since it is a branch transfer. It would stand 

reflected as branch transfers under the State Level VAT laws. Since audit is being conducted for 

Bangalore GSTIN and since supply has occurred from Hyderabad GSTIN, it would not be necessary to 

make adjustments for the period April 2017 to June 2017.  

(c) As per proviso to Rule 3(b) of the Clause of Taxation Rules, 2011, the point of taxation in the impugned 

case would be the date on which bill has been raised i.e. 3.7.2017. Though invoice has been raised in the 

GST regime, service tax is payable since service has been provided during the currency of the Finance 

Act, 1994. The date for payment of service tax as per the machinery provision i.e. POTR, 2011 may be 

3.7.2017 but the said service would be liable to service tax because the charge u/s 66B gets attracted for 
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the period June 2017. Further as per S.142(11)(b) since if a transaction is liable for service tax, then tax 

would not be payable under the GST Laws. Hence the said amount should be deducted as turnover under 

this Sl. No. for the period April 2017 to June 2017. 

(d) Since the invoice was raised after a period of thirty days, service tax is liable to be paid for the period 

ending June 2017 as per the proviso to Rule 3(a) of the Clause of Taxation Rules. Since the said 

transaction is liable to service tax, it is not liable to GST as per Section 142(11)(b) of the CGST Act, though 

the invoice is raised during the GST regime. Therefore, the said value of invoice must be deducted for the 

period April 17 to June 2017.  

(e) As per Sec. 142(2)(b) of the GST Act, where in pursuance of contract entered into prior to the appointed 

date, where the price of service is revised downwards after 1.7.2017 and the provider issues a credit 

note within 30 days of such price revision, such credit note shall be deemed to have been issued in 

respect of outward supply, provided the recipient has reduced his input tax credit. Assuming the input 

tax credit is reduced by the recipient, the credit note shall be reduced from outward supply for the tax 

period March 2018. Thus ₹80,000 would be reduced from the GST turnover for the period of March 2018. 

The said amount of ₹80,000 would be reduced from the turnover in the month of March 2018 because 

credit note is issued in the month of March 2018. Thus, only ₹20,000 is required to be reduced for the 

period April 2017 to June 2017, though invoice for ₹1,00,000 is issued in the month of May 2017 and 

service tax is paid on ₹1,00,000 in the month of May 2017.  

Q. No. 2: PQR Limited has exported goods to a Company located in USA. The value of goods is $100,000. The 

exchange rate (Rs/$) on the date of filing Shipping Bill is :  

CBEC Notified ₹65  

RBI Reference Rate ₹68  

At the time of receiving money, the bank exchanged the foreign currency at ₹70.  

State the adjustment to be reported by GST Auditor as per Table 5N of GSTR 9C.  

Answer: Adjustments in turnover due to foreign exchange fluctuations (+/-)  

Table 5N of GSTR 9C requires reporting of any difference between the turnover reported in the Annual 

Return (GSTR9) and turnover reported in the audited Annual Financial Statement due to foreign exchange 

fluctuations.  

For the purpose of GST Returns, the exchange rate would be ₹65 and the exports to be disclosed in the GST 

Returns would be ₹65,00,000. For the purpose of accounting records, the exchange rate would be ₹68 and 

the exports recorded in the books would be ₹68,00,000. The difference in revenue being ₹300,000 would 

have to be reduced from the Annual turnover as per the financials to arrive at the revenue as per GSTR 9.  

Additionally, difference in the amount booked in the accounts and actual amount received being ₹70 – ₹68 

= ₹2 x $100,000 = ₹200,000 would be credited to the Profit and Loss Account as Forex Gain which again 

needs to be reduced from the Annual turnover as per the financials to arrive at the revenue as per GSTR 9.  

Q. No. 3: PQR Limited has exported goods to a Company located in USA. The value of goods is $100,000. The 

exchange rate (Rs/$) on the date of filing Shipping Bill is  

CBEC Notified ₹65  

RBI Reference Rate ₹68  

At the time of receiving money, the bank exchanged the foreign currency at ₹66.   

State the adjustment to be reported by GST Auditor as per Table 5N of GSTR 9C.  
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Answer: Adjustments in turnover due to foreign exchange fluctuations (+/-)  

Table 5N of GSTR 9C requires reporting of any difference between the turnover reported in the Annual 

Return (GSTR9) and turnover reported in the audited Annual Financial Statement due to foreign exchange 

fluctuations.  

For the purpose of GST Returns, the exchange rate would be ₹65 and the exports to be disclosed in the GST 

Returns would be ₹65,00,000. For the purpose of accounting records, the exchange rate would be ₹68 and 

the exports recorded in the books would be ₹68,00,000. The difference in revenue being ₹300,000 would 

have to be reduced from the Annual turnover as per the financials to arrive at the revenue as per GSTR 9. 

Additionally, the difference in the amount booked in the accounts and actual amount received being ₹66 – 

₹68 = (-) ₹2 x $100,000 = (-) ₹200,000 would be debited to the Profit and Loss Account as Forex Loss which 

again needs to be added from the Annual turnover as per the financials to arrive at the revenue as per GSTR 

9. 

Q. No. 4: Please state which of the following are liable to reverse charge  

(a) GTA issued a consignment note on 1.1.18. The consignment notes charges GST @ 12%. The 

consignor has booked the GTA. The recipient has paid the freight to GTA on ‘to collect’ basis. 

Would this turnover be mentioned in Table 7D?  

(b) GTA issued a consignment note on 1.1.18. The consignment note does not charge GST. The 

consignor has booked the GTA. The recipient has paid the freight to GTA on ‘to collect’ basis. 

Would this turnover be mentioned in Table 7D?  

(c) Advocate Mr. X has provided legal service and charged GST of ` 18 on his invoice of ` 100. The 

advocate’s client has paid 118 to the advocate. The advocate has remitted ̀  18 to government and 

is of the opinion that the aforesaid transaction should not be reduced in Table 7D. Is the stand 

taken by the advocate correct?  

Answer: Liability of Reverse Charge:  

(a) The Consignment note contains GST @ 12%, so reverse charge does not attract as per N.No.13/17 CT (R) 

w.e.f. 22.8.10. Hence tax has to be paid by GTA under forward charge, and this transaction should not be 

entered in Table 7D.  

(b) Since consignment note has not charged GST @ 12%, reverse charge provisions would apply. Tax is to 

be paid by the person liable to pay freight, that is, the recipient and not the GTA under forward charge. 

Because of this, the impugned transaction has to be entered in Table 7D.  

(c) Supplies by a Registered Person, whose suppliers are liable for reverse charge, are to be inserted in Table 

7D. Legal service provided by the advocate to his client is liable for reverse charge (assuming all other 

conditions in reverse charge notification stand satisfied). Hence the impugned transaction should be 

inserted in Table 7D. GST wrongly collected and paid by the advocate under forward charge will not 

change the fact that the aforesaid service is liable to reverse charge and hence merits insertion in Table 

7D. 
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